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are grounded in the California Constitution. SeeCal. Const. Art. 1, § 8;
Gov't Code §§ 12920, 12920.5, 12921; 12940; 12950; 12950.1.
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workplace
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no right to create
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protects

this form of speech
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a private

figure
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See Savage

445 (1991),

quoting

the First Amendment,
to speech

on matters
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25, 2005)

in Brekke
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order enjoining
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of private
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defendant's
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speech

that
is to say

Co., 21 Cal.App.4th
Builders,
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__,

434,
Inc.,

unprotected

by

[than that applying

As the Court

v. Wills, __ Cal.App.4th
and internal

speech

interest,

are less stringent'

concern]."

one acts

3. The Constitution

Inc. v. Greenmoss

such speech

its protections

charged

where

fantasies

Gas & Electric

Dun & Bradstreet,

defendant
"Here,

- especially

about as much as it protects

on a matter

472 U.S. 749, 760 (1985):

a sexually

of Appeal

recently

2005 WL 170783

(Jan.

omitted)

(affirming

restraining

plaintiff's

daughter

and family):

was between

purely

private

parties,

about purely private parties, on matters of purely private
interests.
Thus, this case is wholly without the First
Amendment
concerns with which the Supreme
United States has been struggling."

Court

of the

2

nothing
conduct

Questions
over the bona fide creative purpose of the comments
at issue are
more than questions over pretext, i.e., whether the stated reason for
is merely a smokescreen
to cover up an unlawful
(or unprotected)
reason.

Giving the Appellant the benefit of all reasonable
shows conduct unrelated to artistic creativity.

inferences,

the record

evidence

3

This case does not involve evidence of politically
speech that involves the expression
of ideas. It involves

motivated
speech, or
sexually charged speech

that is viewpoint
neutral in content.
To this end, Respondents'
reliance on
DeAngelis
v. E1 Paso Muni. Pol. Officers Ass'n, 51 3d 591 (5 th Cir. 1995) is
entirely

misplaced.

Given the compelling Stateinterests at stake,the First
Amendment is simply not a barrier to most sexual harassmentcases-- even
where the discrimination is predicated upon vulgar words and coarse
language4. SeeAguilar v. Avis Rent a Car System,
City_ of St. Paul, Minn.,
'fighting
general

words,'
prohibition

practices");
Sexual
Rutgers

among

other words,

against

Sangree,

Harassment

505 U.S. 377, 390 (1992)

sexual

("sexually

may produce

discrimination

Title VII Prohibitions

derogatory

a violation

of Title VII's

in employment

Against

and the First Amendment:

Hostile

No Collision

Environment
in Sight,

47

L. Rev. 461 (1995).

4.
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From Lesser

Additional

Requirements

Regulating

Severe

to a greater

Speech
Forms

May Be Treated

of Speech,

Do Not Preclude

or Pervasive

But Any
States

From

Discriminatory

Conditions

The First Amendment
creativity

Protected

Differently

Working

artistic

Inc, supra; R.A.V.v.

degree

may indeed

protect

than offensive

speech

speech

incident

generated

to

for

4

If the Court were to hold that the individuals

here have

a protected

First

Amendment
interest attaching to their workplace
speech, then one must query
whether these same individuals
can be fired for exercising that same First
Amendment
right. In other words, is the First Amendment
a double-edged
sword
in this context? It is not clear whether Respondents'
position, taken to a logical
conclusion,
would give rise to a claim of wrongful termination
in violation of
public policy should Warner Brothers actually fire one or more writers for making
the type of untargeted
comments that it now seeks to embrace with constitutional
significance.
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personally gratuitous reasons5. The law has always recognized
constitutional
figure

distinctions

suing

a media

bears a higher
defamation
Sulliv_,

defendant

burden

for defamation

private

376 U.S. 254 (1964)
a punic

and character

of proof than a private

on a purely

Similarly,
where

in the content

sector

matter.

against

for speaking

supra.

wholesale

immunity

for all constitutionally

are varying

degrees

suing

New

In neither

of public

concern

a private

actor

Inc., supra.
rights

attach

out on a matter

protected

speech

to which the Constitution

protects

Respondents

suggest

that quid pro quo harassment

Amendment

scrutiny

under

of analytical

framework

for examining

only

of"public
create

separate

a

and

Id.

takes on constitutional

the "threat"

for

v.

case does the Constitution

form and context."
speech

A public

York Times

First Amendment

Cormick,

Even when

figure

with Dun & Bradstreet,

concern."

apart from "content,

on a issue

Compare

employee's

he or she is retaliated

of speech.

doctrine,

importance,

there

speech.

would

survive

First

but do not offer any type

other forms

of workplace

5

This brief does not specifically
address whether speech incident to the
creation of television
programming
is on par with speech relating to matters of
public concern for purposes
of constitutional
analysis.
CELA merely assumes for
the sake of argument that speech uttered in a bona fide creative context is treated
somewhere
close to speech touching upon public interests.
See, e.g., Berger v.
Battaglia,
779 F.2d 992 (4 tu Cir. 1985) (offduty
police officer's public "blackface"
performances
were entertainment
speech protected
by the First Amendment)
("We
do not disagree with the general assessment
that entertainment
ranks lower on the
scale of first amendment
values than does pure political
debate... [but it should be]
accorded a great deal of weight,
political and social commentary

certainly not far below the value accorded
and debate.").
By treating artistically
creative

speech as a matter affecting public concern, CELA presents an analytical
framework
that arguably gives more protection
to the speech at issue than that
actually afforded under the First Amendment.
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harassment6- except to note that "offensive, sexually-themed speechthat is
directed at anotherperson in the workplace becauseof her sex may create
liability for sexual harassmentwithout abridging the First Amendment...".
Respondent's Opening Brief, pg. 55. Why?

a.

The First Amendment
Right

As noted above,
Court noted
derogatory

U.S. at 3907.
constitutes
woman's
heated

to Use "Fighting

in R.A.V,,

that the First Amendment
"fighting

words"

vagina
reaction

embraced

b.

the United

did not immunize

fighting

up pussy"

word.

words"

The First Amendment
Protect

Supreme

sexually

R.A.V.,

supra,

To many,

505

as to what

referring

to a

may very well cause the type of

by the "fighting

All Manners

Disruption
One of the lessons

States

did not offer any guidance

derogatory

as a "dried

supra,

The

Words"

from Title VII liability.

The Court, however,

a sexually

Does Not Guarantee

doctrine.

CT 1659, 2146.

Does Not Necessarily
of Expression

That Cause

in the Workplace

gleaned

from public

sector

First

6

Not all threats
Supreme Court treats
Burlington
Industries,

constitute quid pro quo harassment.
The United States
unfulfilled
threats as a form of environmental
harassment.
Inc. v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 754 (1998).

7

The Court

actually

referenced

"sexually

derogatory

fighting

words,

other words," which suggests that words less significant
than "fighting
may also support a Title VII claim. R.A.V., supra at 390.
12

among

words"

Amendment employment casesis that constitutionally protected speechon
matters of public concern doesnot give one license to run amuck in the
workplace. Instead, questionsover First Amendment protection often
involve balancing respective interests as opposedto imposing rules of
absoluteapplication. Connick, supra.
Churchill,

511 U.S. 661,681
"Even

Indeed,

as noted

in Waters

v.

(1994):

if Churchill's

criticism...was

speech

on a matter

of

public concern--something
we need not decide--the
potential
disruptiveness
of the speech as reported was enough to
outweigh whatever First Amendment
value it might have had"

While
workplace
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Amendment
Wonder.,
seeking
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the interests
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attaching
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context,
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v.
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speech,
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even
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significance
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speech.

collegiality

as a matter

to do so. See Hyland

1992) (analyzing

in a constitutionally

workplace

may chose to tolerate

language,

of free speech

than non-disrnptive

in eradicating

employers

by inflammatory

149 F.3d 1129 (9 th Cir.
to balance

interest

caused

analysis,

operation).
when

some government

is subject

Connick,

disruption

Emotive
rooted

context,

impact,

CELA

does not suggest

trumps

any and all legal protection

however,

in the most significant

to interest

balancing

supra.
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when

is not entirely

that the

irrelevant

constitutional
made

in a workplace

setting. Con_nick,supra.
The court should
pervasive"
FEHA

harassment

liability

the legal threshold

as a form of constitutional

only reaches

that conduct
and conditions

actually

altered

one's

standard

itself

embraces

workplace

regard

speech

and not the mildly

terms

FEHA

disruptive

of public
liability

concern,

forms

workers

caused

of employment.

has

Indeed,

balancing

that

the

test used in

only the truly

disruptive

8,

of speech.
does not prohibit

for protected

by disruptive

First Amendment

or

ensuring

by its very nature,

speech

then how can the First Amendment

for injuries

significance?

which,

seeks to regulate

If the First Amendment
from firing disruptive

safeguard,

the very type of interest

cases.

of "severe

rights

speech
either

the government

touching
preclude

of similar

trump

upon matters
private

constitutional

workplace

rights,

or

they do not.
In any event, the notion
protected
speech

conduct

by the time, place

is not unique.

See Connick.,

that one can exceed
and disruptive
supra.,

461 U.S.

the scope

manner

of

of his or her

at 152

8

The effects of workplace
disruption
are not confmed to the plaintiff.
recognized
that the practice of denying employment
opportunity
and

"It is

discriminating
in the terms of employment
for [reasons identified
in FEHA]
foments domestic strife and unrest, deprives the state of the fullest utilization
capacities for development
and advancement,
and substantially
and adversely
affects the interest
Code §12920.

of employees,

employers,
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and the public

in general."

Gov't

of its

c.

The Captive
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constitutional

calculus.

Nature
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Regulation

Neutral

Speech

nature
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of the workplace
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discussion

that she could not avoid the conduct,
comes

punctuated
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See R.A.V.,
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as hostile

commentary

specific,
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21 Cal.4th
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up pussy"
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workplaces,
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the "con"

of this case,
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on par with
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one to regulate

J., concur.)

(analyzing

See also Deborah

to the workplace).

Epstein,

law.
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more closely
v. Avis Rent

United
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But even there the law allows
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degree
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Times

v. Sullivan,
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show is not a "public

sitcom
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exceed

figure,"
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one to sue for
See Sulliva11.,
on matters

with knowledge

sexual

of
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to a greater

on the Bush Administration.
rise to the level of New York.

A Writers'
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nor is she akin to being
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only

can sue for defamation

writers'

injury.

Even when

The type of "targeted

in this case hardly

let alone

context
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figure

v. Sullivan,
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standard

one punishes

right

a public

the law still permits

officials

for falsity).
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scrutiny.

matters.

cause actual

that in the harassment

disregard"

here seeks to protect

than the New

upon
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constitutional

to

to private

York Times

376 U.S. at 279-280

argument

relating

relating

New

a "reckless

an

protection

speech

conduct.

level of protection,

disregard

of constitutional

right to comment

seem to suggest

values

of this case is nonetheless

that speech

outlet's

Amendment

While the First Amendment

scale, protecting

extent

See

analysis.

and extent
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to a greater

Near the top of this scale

supra.

law, the civil nature

should

prosecution.

1972) ("First

actions").

factor which

relating

in a matter

not criminal

208, (D.D.C.

in civil and criminal

both civil and criminal

additional

direct

civil liability,

Injuries

a public

on a
figure.

O

The reason

why the First Amendment

private

figures

to a lesser

equally

well to claims

Robert

Welch,

extent than those brought

involving

sexual

ofrecoveryg.

are acting

must consider

officials

'' (Emphasis

status

and public

added).

and injuries

right to enact and enforce

a private

figure

presents

less of an obstacle

defamation

context.

state interests
supra

when

interests

sexual

12920.5,

12921.

they are also

of whether

protected

capacity,

balancing

rights.

law to a greater

Indeed,

the First Amendment

if anything,

in a harassment
claims

individuals

for damage

harassment

involve

claims trigger

discrimination.

Cal. Const.,
law, therefore,

level of First Amendment

here only tip the scales

are not only

does not encroach

defamation

Defamation

in Gertz v.

figures,

Regardless

scrutiny,

context
"strong

the Court

upon a

degree

than

to their reputation

a frame

recognizing
recovery

than in

in a

(Gertz,

state interests

1, §8; Gov't

provides

in favor of Appellant's

the

and legitimate"

"compelling"
Art.

by

applies

anti-discrimination

to civil liabili02

Whereas

workplace

for the strictest

case.

in compensating

at 348-349),

eradicating
12920;

defamation

figures

individuals

in any type of constitutionally

the Plaintiff's

brought

As recognized

At its outer limit, the First Amendment
State's

claims

by public

harassment.

to injury than public

more deserving
Respondents

defamation

Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 345 ( 1974): "Private

more vulnerable

O

restricts

Code

§§

of reference

that the compelling
rights.

9

In addition to finding that private individuals
have a greater risk of injury
from defamation,
the Court also recognized
that private figures "generally
lack
effective opportunities
for rebutting"
defamatory
contentions.
Gertz, 418 U.S. at
343. In the harassment
context, this latter concern
nature of the workplace,
where harassment
victims
opportunities
for avoiding injurious misconduct.
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is analogous
to the "captive"
generally lack effective

in

Using a defamation analogy, there is simply no support for the
Respondents'position regarding targeted animus - even when speechis delivered
in a constitutionally protected context. Although private plaintiff/public issue
defamation law requires somenotion of "fault," it doesnot need to rise to the level
of actual malice1°. Gertz, supra, 418 U.S. at 347. In California,
for private

figure/public

matter

Internat.,

19 Cal.4th

a private

figure plaintiff,

malice,

to recover

254, 275 (1998)

damages

of words

significant

First Amendment
minimal

notions

already

requires

a victim's

injury

does not interfere
sexual

involving

matters

may require

required

a showing

of"fault,"

ability to recover

v. Globe

only negligence,

action

to his reputation").
paradigm,

harassment
of public

under

if sexual

harassment

protected

arises
concern

consists

manner,

then
law.

in a constitutionally
(or artistic

expression),

the

more - but not more than the type of
defamation

law.

the First Amendment

for her actual

Khawar

and not actual

at all with state anti-discrimination

something

of"fault"

Khawar

in this defamation

to prove

as an analytical

If, however,

context

("Because

that do not relate to any constitutionally

the First Amendment
Savage_, supra.

to actual

used

cases is "negligence."

he was required

Accordingly,
of solely

defamation

the standard

Given

that FEHA

does not interfere

with

injuries.

I0

Once again, the analogy raised herein is more deferential
to First
Amendment
rights than that actually required by the Constitution.
The Supreme
Court defamation
cases often address standards pertaining
to presumed
and
punitive damages.
Unlike defamation,
however, the law does not presume
damages for sexual harassment;
actual injury is required.
Furthermore,
the law
requires that one show clear and convincing
evidence of frand, oppression
or
malice
3294.

to recover

punitive

damages

for sexual

18

harassment.

Civil Code

Section

is

e.

Harassment

Law Requires

Mandated

in Defamation

Targeted
FEHA
intent to injure,
"Intent"

is not a "no fault"

the law nonetheless

Cases:

two very different

ways.

is Not Constitutionally

statute.

requires

While

some

to appreciate

that their rampant

See, e.g., Ellison

assessed

with reference

evidence

in this case appears

environment
harassment

purposeful

v. Brady,

be offensive

924 F.2d 872 (9 tu Cir.

to the viewpoint

of a reasonable

to show a reckless

given the corporate
training

sex talk would

"Fault"

and

policy

disregard

prohibiting

harassment,

the Respondents

allowing

the sex talk to punctuate

workplace

FEHA's

threshold

constitutional

requirement

safeguard,

isolated

tethering

speech

Because

of"severe

FEHA

for strict liability

due to the utterance

solely

whether

commentary

on a single

harassment

is distinct

at fault for purposeful

question

of whether

of what constitutes
were negligent

themselves,

is, by itself,

a

distinguish

this Court does

IfFEHA

sought

allows
to impose

then one may legitimately

upon

free speech.

from isolated

remarks.

All things

and deliberate

actions

than for single
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in

manner.

the First Amendment

epithet.

remark,

law infringed

the

the sexual

of fault which

words

of a single

isolated

is

speech.

does not proscribe

the hypothetical

Indeed,

harassment

to standards

and more pervasive

to a reasonable

in a pervasive

or pervasive"

liability

not need to reach

based

dealings

in

for the working

Second,

harassment

and the general

woman).

in

- negligent

1991) (harassment

in a workplace.

question

action.

were -at a minimum

understanding

liability

Required

level of fault is shown

societal

between

Directed

one need not show malicious

of this case, the requisite

First, the Respondents

woman.

sexual

Purposefully

are not synonymous.
For the purposes

failing

Intent

the Type of"Fault"

But pervasive

being equal,
events.

one is more

Severeharassmentinvolves fault. Pervasive harassmentinvolves
fault. Indifference to one's audienceinvolves fault. FEHA already satisfies any
constitutional requirementsthat could arguably apply to the type of workplace
speechat issue in this case.

B.

Harassment
Intent:

Law Focuses

The Totality

Allows

on Working

Conditions,

of Circumstances

For Distinctions

Approach

BetweenTargeted

Not Targeted
to Harassment

and Non-Targeted

Law
Forms

of Harassment
Respondents
a perpetrator

must target

more protected

Wrong.

their protected

status.

question

suffered

position
Bundy

terms

the harassment

and conditions

872, 879

Aside

because

matters.
(9 th Cir.

when

suffers

Liability
severe

v. Jackson,

damages,
attaches

or pervasive

would

of a different

And that ts because

the courts

Viewpoints
Circuit

status

recognized

differ.

FEHA

in one or

the perpetrator's

when

a reasonable

harassment

the complaining

focal point of any harassment

As the Ninth

that under

because

641 F.2d 934, 942 n. 7 (D.C. Cir.

causation:

of employment.

arguing

of that victim's

from punitive

had he or she been

not the perpetrator.

Perspective

victim

is one of but-for

The analytical
victim,

cause and effect

to do with the analysis.

in the plaintiff's

"[T]he

a specific

classes.

intent has nothing
person

confuse

of

1981):

employee

have

gender."
case falls squarely
focus
Effects

in Ellison

on the

on the victim's
differ.
v. Brady,

924 F.2d

1990):

We realize

that there

is a broad

range of viewpoints

among

women

as

a group, but we realize that many women share common concerns
which men do not necessarily
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